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Abstract
China has experienced the spatial diffusion of covid-19 from Wuhan since December 2019. This research
examines the relationship between the geographical, social and economic factors and the number of
covid-19 cases on 26 January, 7 February, 20 February and 6 March 2020 in mainland China. Both
correlation and regression analyses show that the migrants who moved into Hubei in 2005-2010 is a
good indicator of the population �ow from Hubei to other provinces that caused the spread of covid-19 in
early 2020. Many migrants travelled back to hometown just before the tra�c ban of Wuhan city for the
spring holiday. Thus the migration �ow from a province to Hubei in the period 2005-2010 had the highest
correlation coe�cient with the number of covid-19 cases in four selected dates. The population �ow data
from the Baidu map on 20 January 2020 were also highly correlated with the number of cases, but not as
good as above migration data. The regression equation for the number of cases on 26 January 2020 had
the highest adj R2 as it was mainly determined by the population �ow from Hubei. The numbers of cases
in subsequent days were also affected by the local diffusion and the control measure in various
provinces. Income and economic variables became additional explanatory variables indicating their
complicated impacts on the mitigation measures at various provinces in China. The results of this
research have important policy implications to respond to the covid-19 pandemic.

Introduction
The new coronavirus disease (covid-19) pandemic has swept the world since December 2019. There is
great concern on the growth and spread of covid-19 which affects the public health and economy
enormously. Though the initial outbreak in Wuhan is likely linked to an animal host, the subsequent
accelerated transmission has much to do with the preparedness of public health system, and the
government and public responses to such highly infectious diseases in various cities, regions and
countries. The human factor is a crucial one in the spreading, monitoring, mitigation and control of the
pandemic. Wolf (2016) argued that infectious diseases are less of a “natural” disaster, but have emerged
alongside social and spatial inequalities.

The spatialities of health and infectious disease such as SARS in 2003 have received much attention in
the literature (Ali and Keil 2008; Mayer 2000). Connolly et al. (2020) argued that the processes of
extended urbanisation may result in increased vulnerability to infectious disease spread and they
highlighted demographic change, infrastructure and governance as three key factors which may be
examined using the landscape political ecology framework. There are great concerns on the urban impact
on public health (Freudenberg et al. 2005; Frumkin et al. 2004). Migration, urban population growth and
high population density are considered major factors in�uencing the spread of disease (Coker et al.
2011). Alirol et al. (2010) revealed that rural to urban population movements can increase risk of disease
transmission greatly. Thus the monitoring of migration is crucial to stop the spread of disease in future
outbreaks (Connolly et al. 2020).
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In recent four decades, China has experienced large scale rural to urban migration and urbanization (Shen
2018; Wang and Shen 2017). Population movement in China has increased signi�cantly since 1985 when
Chinese people were permitted to move to other places as temporary population. The temporary
population climbed from 6.1 million in 1982 to the peak of 253 million in 2014 (Shen 2013; 2018). The
number of inter-provincial migrants in a �ve-year period grew from 11.0 million between 1985 and 1990
to 60.6 million between 2005 and 2010. The urban population in China increased from 210.82 million in
1982 to 665.57 million in 2010. The level of urbanization reached 49.7% in 2010 (Shen 2018). Previous
studies on inter-provincial migration in China have focused on the spatial patterns (He and Gober 2003),
regional concentration of migration �ows (He and Pooler 2002), determinants of migration (Fan 2005a;
Liu et al. 2014), the relationship between migration and regional development (Zhu 2003; Fan 2005b).
Tong et al. (2015) discussed how the growing migrant population, dramatic changes in the natural
landscape following rapid urbanization, and changing climatic conditions can contribute to the
emergence of infectious disease. Wu et al. (2017) argued that income growth, urbanization, and
globalization is exacerbating emerging zoonotic risks especially in China which has been affected by the
Black Death, avian in�uenza and SARS previously.

The outbreak of covid-19 in a city, region or a country often starts with imported cases by the travel of
visitors or residents and then accelerates with local transmission. China has experienced the spatial
diffusion of covid-19 from Wuhan to the rest of China since December 2019. The �rst con�rmed covid-19
case out of Hubei Province was reported in Henan on 21 January. A man developed the covid-19
symptom in Wuhan on 29 December 2019 and returned to his hometown, Zhoukou city, on 7 January
2020 (Health Commission of Henan Province 2020). Until 23 January 2020, 81% of all covid-19 cases
were in Hubei and 57% of reported cases outside of Wuhan had travel history to Wuhan before 23
January 2020 (Kraemer et al. 2020). Then dramatic lockdown measures were implemented in Wuhan and
many places in China so that the new covid-19 cases were reduced to very small numbers by early March
2020. The pandemic case in China takes place with special context including high mobility along with
rapid urbanization, the timing of spring festival and the strong government intervention (Chen et al.
2020a; Kraemer et al. 2020; Tian et al. 2020). It also involves two stages before and after 23 January
2020 when the tra�c ban to and from Wuhan (the epicentre of the covid-19) was imposed: uncontrolled
stage and controlled stage. This paper will study the determinants of the spread of covid-19 among
provincial regions in China in such a particular context.

Some studies have examined the epidemic in Wuhan and China. Wu et al. (2020) estimated the size of
the epidemic in Wuhan based on the number of cases exported from Wuhan to cities outside mainland
China from 31 December 2019 to 28 January 2020. They also forecasted the extent of the domestic and
global public health risks of epidemics using susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered metapopulation
model. Lai et al. (2020) tested and quanti�ed the e�cacy of applying or lifting non-pharmaceutical
interventions (NPIs) under various scenarios and timings. They built a travel network-based stochastic
susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed (SEIR) model to simulate the covid-19 spread between and
within all prefecture-level cities in mainland China. Population movement data were used to estimate the
intensity of travel restrictions.
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Chen et al. (2020) examined the correlation of population �ow data of Wuhan City and Hubei province
extracted from Baidu Qianxi with the number of covid-19 cases for the period 17-30 January 2020 using
the Bayesian space-time model of WinBUGS software. High correlation coe�cients were found based on
no-linear equation. Ai et al. (2020) examined the effects of population out�ow from Wuhan on the covid-
19 transmission in other provinces and cities of China, as well as the impacts of the city closure in
Wuhan. They indicated that population movement might be one important trigger of covid-19 infection
transmission in China. Ying et al. (2020) conducted Spearman’s correlation analysis between o�cial data
of con�rmed covid-19 cases, and real-time travel data and health resources data for the period 20
January to 19 February 2020 for provinces and cities, reporting high correlation coe�cients. Kraemer et
al. (2020) found positive correlation between the growth rate of covid-19 cases and the population �ow
from Wuhan in the period 9-22 January 2020. A few studies also examined the effect of transmission
control measures including tra�c ban on the covid-19 epidemic in China. These studies show that the
drastic control measures substantially mitigated the spread of covid-19 in China (Kraemer et al. 2020;
Tian et al. 2020).

Although some initial studies have revealed the relationship between population �ow and the spread of
covid-19 in China mostly focusing on the data in January and February 2020, other geographical, social
and economic factors have not be examined systematically. This research will examine the relationship
between geographical, social and economic variables and the number of covid-19 cases in various
provinces in mainland China. The paper will reveal the signi�cant determinants of the spread of covid-19
among the provincial regions in China.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the research methodology and
data will be introduced. The spread of covid-19 among the provincial regions in China will be documented
in the following section. Then the determinants of the covid-19 cases will be analysed using correlation
and regression analyses. Some conclusions are reached in the �nal section.

Research Methodology And Data
As mentioned before, the spread of covid-19 among the provincial regions in China can be divided into
two stages before and after 23 January 2020 when the tra�c from Wuhan was locked. Other cities and
provinces began to control the tra�c after 23 January 2020. Figure 1 presents the two stages of the
spread of covid-19 in mainland China. In the �rst stage, the spread of covid-19 among the provincial
regions in China was largely the inter-provincial diffusion from Wuhan and Hubei. This paper uses the
number of covid-19 cases on 26 January 2020 to represent this situation and the number would be
largely determined by the population connection between Hubei and other provinces. 26 January 2020
was three days after the tra�c ban from Wuhan as the number of cases would increase some days after
the infected people arrived at a destination. Furthermore, it was also the earliest date when systematic
data for all provinces were available. In the second stage after February 2020, the number of covid-19
cases largely represents further local diffusion in various provinces and the number would be largely
determined by the initial cases transferred from Hubei (thus the population connection) and the
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controlling measures in various destination provinces in containing the local diffusion. The number of
covid-19 cases in February and March 2020 represents such situation.

The spread of covid-19 is related to both the spatial con�guration and the population �ows between
Wuhan and other provinces (Alirol et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2020; Ying et al. 2020; Kraemer et al. 2020). It
may also be related to population and economic size of a province, population density, urbanization level,
income level and economic growth rate (Coker et al. 2011; Tong et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2017). Thus
following variables are selected to analyse the determinants of the spread of covid-19 (Table 1). The
variables in group 1 spatial con�guration and the population �ows include Distance to Hubei, Mig from
Hubei (migration from Hubei during 2005-2010) and Jan 20 from Wuhan share (the share of a province in
the total population �ow from Wuhan on 20 January 2020). It is hypothesized that they would have
positive impacts on the case number of a province. Mig to Hubei and Jan 20 t

The variables in group 2 population and economic size of a province include Area, Pop18, UrbanPop18
and GDP18 which measure territory, population, urban population and GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in
2018 respectively. It is hypothesized that they would have positive impacts on the case number of a
province. The variables in group 3 population density and urbanization level include Density18 and
Urbans18 which measure population density and the urbanization level in 2018 respectively. Urbanization
and population concentration would facilitate virus spread (Coker et al. 2011). Thus it is hypothesized
that they would have positive impacts on the case numbers of a province. The variables in group 4
income level and economic growth rate include GDPPC18, UrbanI18, RuralI18 and GDPI18 which measure
GDP per capita, urban disposable income per capita and rural disposable income per capita and GDP
growth rate in 2018 respectively. The data in year 2018 are used as the most statistical data for 2019 are
not available yet. The virus is considered to occur more likely in more developed areas although its
spread may be similar in both rich or poor areas (Tong et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2017). Thus it is
hypothesized that they would have positive impacts on the case numbers of a province.

The following analytical strategies are adopted in this research. Correlation analysis would be conducted
in the �rst stage to check the relationship between the number of covid-19 cases and other variables
mentioned above. Those with signi�cant and large correlation coe�cients would indicate their possible
impacts on the covid-19 spread, especially the variable with the highest correlation coe�cient which is
not likely to be caused by indirect correlation with other variables. Indirect correlation will also be
examined for some signi�cant correlations with the number of covid-19 cases. In the second stage,
stepwise regression will be adopted to identify multiple signi�cant variables that may have contributed to
the number of covid-19 cases. This is useful as correlation analysis can only assess the relationship
between two variables including both direct and indirect impacts. The estimated regression equation can
also show how each explanatory variable contributes to the number of covid-19 cases in each province
especially the direct impacts while the indirect impacts (impact via other signi�cant variables) will be
controlled. Figure 2 presents the conceptual framework of direct and indirect impacts of various
determinants on the number of covid-19 cases.
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The numbers of con�rmed covid-19 cases in 30 provinces in mainland China except Hubei provinces are
considered in this study. The data of these cases are retrieved from the real time big data report on new
coronavirus disease pandemic of Baidu App (Baidu 2020) which are based on the o�cial sources of the
national and provincial authorities. The numbers of cases reported on 26 January, 7 February, 20
February and 6 March 2020 by province are considered and they are represented by variables D0126,
D0207, D0220 and D0306 respectively (Table 1).

26 January 2020 was the peak of newly con�rmed daily cases in China (except 1 February when the case
number jumped due to adjustment of the criteria for con�rmed cases). It was just three days from 23
January when the tra�c ban to and from Wuhan was imposed by Wuhan municipal government. The
number of cases reported in various provinces on 26 January 2020 represented the covid-19 diffusion
before the tra�c ban as the symptom of infected people would emerge in 1-14 days usually. Among
cases known to have travelled from Wuhan, the time from symptom onset to con�rmation was 6.5 days
and 4.8 days for those travelled before and after 23 January 2020 respectively as more active
surveillance was used after 23 January 2020 (Kraemer et al. 2020). It is also estimated that the average
incubation period of covid-19 was 5.1 days based on 38 cases. Using the upper limit of 8 days as
incubation period, the cases reported in other provinces that was imported from Hubei would have been
reduced substantially by 1 February 2020 (Kraemer et al. 2020). The case numbers in subsequent days
represented cases by movement of infected people from Wuhan/Hubei (as recorded by the data on 26
January 2020) and subsequent local transmission at destination. 7 February 2020 was the date when
enhanced admission and isolated treatment of cases in Hubei was implemented (WHO 2020). 20
February 2020 was one month from the date when the population movement data was used to explain
the case numbers. 6 March 2020 was the latest date at the time of the research when the outbreak in
China slowed done signi�cantly.

A number of geographical, social and economic variables are used to explain the number of covid-19
cases in various provinces in mainland China. These include the distance, population �ow and migration
�ow between Hubei and various provinces, and other demographic and economic variables. The distance
to Hubei is the highway distance between Wuhan and the capital cities of various provinces. Population
�ows between Wuhan and other provinces on 20 January 2020 are the big data on migration from Baidu
map (2020). It is a kind of big data by estimating the movement of people based on the hotspots of
internet users. Such data are called migration data by Baidu map. Population �ow data are more proper
term. The date of 20 January 2020 was chosen as many people in China were travelling back to
hometown for the spring festival and was three days before the tra�c ban from Wuhan city on 23
January. The population �ow on that day represents the normal population �ows before the holiday
which could have caused the spread of covid-19 to other provinces. Migration data are also used to
capture long-term stable population connections between Hubei and other provinces. The data refer to
the migration in the period 2005-2010 and are from the most recent 2010 census (Population Census
O�ce of State Council and Department of Population and Employment Statistics 2012). Data on other
demographic and economic variables for various provinces in 2018 are from National Bureau of
Statistics (2019).
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The spread of covid-19 among the provincial regions in China

The number of pneumonia cases by unknown causes in Wuhan (China) was 27 on 31 December 2019.
This is the �rst o�cial �gure released publicly by Wuhan Municipal Health Commission (2019). In
Wuhan, the reported number was 44 on 3 January 2020 and the number of pneumonia cases by
unknown virus was 41 on 10 January 2020 and the number of con�rmed pneumonia cases by new
coronavirus was 41 on 13 January 2020 (Wuhan Municipal Health Commission 2020a; 2020b; 2020c).
The data on covid-19 in China before 13 January 2020 were likely undercounted as many cases were not
tested and con�rmed. It is noted that different causes are cited in these reports: unknown causes,
unknown virus and new coronavirus (named by WHO as covid-19 on 11 February 2020). It was reported
that only suspected patients who had been to the South China Seafood Market (the widely claimed origin
of covid-19) could be tested in early days.

On 20 January 2020, the famous Chinese medical expert, Dr Zhong Nanshan, said on CCTV (China
Central Television) that the disease is contagious among people, signalling a key alarming to the general
public. The number of con�rmed covid-19 cases in China increased to 291 by 20 January 2020 (National
Health Commission of China 2020; Wuhan Municipal Health Commission 2020d). 258 were in Wuhan
city, 12 in rest of Hubei province except Wuhan and 21 in rest of China except Hubei (Table 2): 14 in
Guangdong, 5 in Beijing and 2 in Shanghai. Outside China, there were 5 cases in total on that day, one
case in Japan, one case in Korea and three cases in Thailand (National Health Commission of China,
2020; Wuhan Municipal Health Commission, 2020c). The number of covid-19 cases in China increased to
2761 on 26 January 2020, 80813 on 6 March 2020 and then slowly to 82813 by 27 March 2020. The
number of cases outside China increased to 39 on 26 January, 17481 on 6 March 2020 and 427086 by
27 March 2020.

In the period 20-26 January 2020, there were rapid increase of covid-19 cases in Wuhan (from 258 to
715), rest of Hubei (12 to 725) and rest of China (21 to 1321). After the tra�c ban from Wuhan on 23
January 2020, the explosive growth in the number of cases occurred only in Wuhan in the period from 26
January to 6 March 2020. The growth in the rest of Hubei and the rest of China was much slower. This
paper is focused on the spread of the covid-19 cases from Hubei to 30 provinces in mainland China.
Figure 3 shows the location of these provinces in China.

As shown in �gure 4, Guangdong, Henan, Zhejiang, Hunan, Anhui and Jiangxi had the largest number of
covid-19 cases in the period from 26 January to 6 March 2020, each with over 900 cases by 6 March
2020. Henan, Hunan, Anhui and Jiangxi are neighbours of Hubei province. Guangdong and Zhejiang are
two economically advanced large provinces and are among the top three provinces in terms of covid-19
cases. The next group of provinces including Shandong, Jiangsu, Chongqing, Sichuan, Heilongjiang,
Beijing and Shanghai had the second largest number of covid-19 cases in the period from 26 January to
6 March 2020, each with over 340 cases by 6 March 2020. Chongqing is the neighbour of Hubei province
while Shandong, Jiangsu, Sichuan and Shanghai are not far away from Hubei province. Beijing is the
capital city of China with strong connection with Wuhan. Indeed, Shandong, Chongqing, Sichuan and
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Beijing had a larger number of covid-19 cases than Jiangxi in the �rst group on 26 January 2020.
Heilongjiang is an exceptional case. It is far away from Hubei province. It had a small number of covid-
19, 21, on 26 January 2020 which increased rapidly to 479 by 20 February 2020. The next section
attempts to analyse the determinants of the covid-19 cases in various provinces in China.

Determinants of the covid-19 cases: correlation and regression analyses

Table 1 presents the correlation coe�cients between the number of cases and various variables. It is
interesting to note that the migration �ow from a province to Hubei in the period 2005-2010 (Mig to
Hubei) had the highest correlation coe�cient with the number of covid-19 cases in four selected dates,
over 0.880. The migration �ow data were nine years ago but were a good indicator of the migrants who
had moved into Hubei from various provinces. The population �ow from Wuhan and Hubei to other
provinces just before the tra�c ban of Wuhan city was closely related to migrants who travelled back to
hometown in January 2020 for the spring holiday. Indeed, the �rst known covid-19 case out of Hubei
Province was a male patient who worked in Wuhan as a migrant and developed the covid-19 symptom on
29 December 2019. He returned to his hometown, Zhoukou city, on 7 January 2020 to receive medical
care and this covid-19 case was con�rmed on 21 January 2020 (Health Commission of Henan Province
2020). As the number of cases in later days included the secondary spread in the local community at the
destination, thus its correlation with the migration �ow decreased over time from 0.888 to 0.880.

Theoretically, the population �ow data from the Baidu map on 20 January 2020 measured the real-time
�ow of people from and to Wuhan on that day (Jan 20 to and from Wuhan share). They were expected to
have high correlation with the number of covid-19 cases. Although they were also highly correlated with
the number of cases, over 0.700, the correlation coe�cients were smaller than that with the migration
�ow from a province to Hubei in the period 2005-2010. It is also noted that the population �ows to and
from Wuhan on 20 January 2020 had similar correlation coe�cients with the number of cases. This
indicates that the population �ows between Wuhan and other provinces are symmetrical involving
different people moving in opposite directions (the number of people made the return trip in the same day
would be small for inter-provincial travel).

The real-time �ow of people from Wuhan includes people who had stayed for a long time (such as
migrants) and a short time (such as visitors for a few days). Those who had stayed in Wuhan and Hubei
for a long time would have more chance to be infected and thus they played a greater role in the spread
of virus to other provinces. Thus one important �nding of this study is that the return of migrants who
had stayed in affected areas for a long time (not a few days like visitors) would contribute to the number
of cases in other provinces signi�cantly. Many of them maybe usual residents in Wuhan and Hubei, but
they were migrants came from other provinces previously. Just before the spring festival period in 2020,
many such migrants returned to their hometown to meet their families in other provinces. In terms of the
impact of visitors, some infected cases in a province were caused by residents of the province who
visited the affected area due to their two-way trips. In the meantime, visitors from the affected area would
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also spread the virus at the destination. With the introduction of the control of population movement from
the epicentre, the spread of virus may be controlled effectively.

The variables in group 2 population and economic size of a province, population (Pop18), urban
population (UrbanPop18) and GDP (GDP18) in 2018 had large correlation coe�cients with the number of
cases, over 0.700. This is because population and economic size had high correlation coe�cients with
migration �ow, over 0.600 in most cases (Table 3). Thus a province had a large population and a large
GDP would had a large migration �ow to Hubei or Wuhan (direct impact on the �ow), thus had more
cases of virus infection as indirect impact as explained above. However, the size of territory had no
signi�cant correlation with the number of cases. This is because both the size of territory (area) and
population density would affect the total population, but both of them had no signi�cant correlation with
the total population which had a large correlation coe�cient with the number of cases.

Distance to Hubei had negative correlation with the number of cases as indirect impact with correlation
coe�cients around 0.600. This is consistent with the gravity model of migration as there would be larger
migration or population �ows when the province is closer to Hubei or Wuhan (direct impact on �ow), with
correlation coe�cients around -0.4 to -0.6 in this case (Table 1). Due to the central location of Hubei and
its proximity to provinces with large population and economy in China, the correlation coe�cients
between Distance to Hubei and population (Pop18), urban population (UrbanPop18) and GDP (GDP18) in
2018 were also very signi�cant, around -0.5 (Table 3).

However, the case number had no signi�cant correlation with the variables in group 3, population density
(Density18) and urbanization level (Urbans18), and the variables in group 4 income level and economic
growth rate including GDPPC18, UrbanI18, RuralI18 and GDPI18. Two exceptions were that UrbanI18 and
RuralI18 had signi�cant correlation with the number of cases on 26 January 2020 (D0126) with
correlation coe�cients of 0.361 and 0.391 respectively. This means that more developed regions may
have strong connection with Hubei and thus more exported cases from Wuhan and Hubei before the
tra�c ban from Wuhan.

Although some variables did not have signi�cant correlations with the number of covid-19 cases directly
by using the simple correlation coe�cients, they could be signi�cant variables in the stepwise regression
which was used to select the best and signi�cant multiple variables that affect the number of cases in
provinces. Table 4 presents the result of stepwise regression. The regression equation for the number of
cases on 26 January 2020 (D0126) had the highest adj R2 as it was mainly determined by the population
�ow from Hubei. The numbers of cases in subsequent days (D0207, D0220 and D0308) were also
affected by the local diffusion and the control measure in various provinces. Thus more variables were
included in the regression equation but with smaller adj R2, but over 0.873 in all these days. To check for
the existence of multicollinearity, the variance in�ation factor (VIF) were calculated and all were under
ten. Thus, no multicollinearity is identi�ed among these regression equations.
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Mig to Hubei was the most signi�cant variable in all regression equations of 4 days as indicated by the
highest t-value. This is consistent with the results of correlation analysis as this variable has the highest
correlation coe�cient with the number of cases. The regression equation for the number of cases on 26
January 2020 (D0126) includes another signi�cant variable of urban income, UrbanI18. Thus a province
had a higher urban disposable income may have more cases, possibly indicating that more developed
provinces may have more population �ow than the previous migration �ow in 2005-2010 used in the
analysis.

The regression equation for the number of cases on 7 February 2020 (D0207) includes two other
signi�cant variables of rural income (RuralI18) and GDP per capita (GDPPC18). The two variables had
positive and negative impacts on the number of cases respectively. This means that a province with
higher rural income would have more cases and a province with higher GDP per capita would have fewer
cases, after controlling the impact of the migration �ow to Hubei in 2005-2010. The regression equation
for the number of cases on 20 February 2020 (D0220) and 6 March 2020 (D0306) also include above two
signi�cant variables of rural income (RuralI18) and GDP per capita (GDPPC18) with similar effects on the
number of cases. Another signi�cant variable of GDP in 2018 (GDP18) also had positive impact on the
number of cases. So a province with a larger economy also had more cases.

It is clear that after the tra�c ban on Wuhan in 23 January 2020, the impact of migration �ow on the
number of covid-19 cases was reduced. In the meantime, income and economic variables became
additional explanatory variables which may indicate their complicated impacts on the mitigation
measures at various provinces in China. 

Conclusion
Migration, urban population growth and high population density are considered major factors in�uencing
the spread of disease (Coker et al. 2011). It has been argued that income growth, urbanization and
globalization is exacerbating emerging zoonotic risks in China (Wu et al. 2017; Tong et al. 2015). China
has experienced the spatial diffusion of covid-19 from Wuhan since December 2019 which has been
examined in a few studies. These studies show that the drastic control measures substantially mitigated
the spread of covid-19 in China (Kraemer et al. 2020; Tian et al. 2020). Kraemer et al. (2020) found
positive correlation between the growth rate of covid-19 cases and the population �ow from Wuhan in the
period 9-22 January 2020. But the impacts of geographical, social and economic factors on the spatial
spread of covid-19 have not be examined systematically.

This research examines the relationship between geographical, social and economic variables and the
number of covid-19 cases in various provinces in mainland China using correlation analysis and stepwise
regression. The numbers of con�rmed cases of new coronavirus disease (covid-19) in 30 provinces in
mainland China except Hubei provinces on 26 January, 7 February, 20 February and 6 March 2020 are
considered in this study.
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This paper reveals the signi�cant determinants of the spread of covid-19 among the provincial regions in
China. Both correlation and regression analyses show that the migrants who moved into Hubei in 2005-
2010 is a good indicator of the population �ow from Hubei to other provinces causing the spread of the
covid-19 in early 2020. Many migrants travelled back to hometown just before the tra�c ban of Wuhan
city for the important traditional spring holiday in January 2020. Thus the migration �ow from a province
to Hubei in the period 2005-2010 had the highest correlation coe�cient with the number of covid-19
cases in four selected dates, over 0.880. The population �ow data from the Baidu map on 20 January
2020 were also highly correlated with the number of cases, over 0.700, but not as good as above
migration data due to the difference in visitors and migrants.

Population (Pop18), urban population (UrbanPop18) and GDP (GDP18) in 2018 had large correlation
coe�cients with the number of cases, over 0.700. This is because population and economic size had
high correlation coe�cients with migration �ow, over 0.600 in most cases. Distance to Hubei had
negative correlation with the number of cases with correlation coe�cients around 0.600. The case
number had no signi�cant correlation with population density (Density18), urbanization level (Urbans18),
GDPPC18, UrbanI18, RuralI18 and GDPI18 with two exceptions. UrbanI18 and RuralI18 had signi�cant
correlation with the number of cases on 26 January 2020. This means that more developed regions have
strong connection with Hubei and thus more exported cases from Wuhan and Hubei before the tra�c ban
from Wuhan.

The regression equation for the number of cases on 26 January 2020 had the highest adj R2 as it was
mainly determined by the population �ow from Hubei. The numbers of cases in subsequent days were
also affected by the local diffusion and the control measure in various provinces. Mig to Hubei was the
most signi�cant variable in all regression equations of 4 days. After the tra�c ban on Wuhan in 23
January 2020, the impact of migration �ow on the number of covid-19 cases was reduced. In the
meantime, income and economic variables became additional explanatory variables indicating their
complicated impacts on the mitigation measures at various provinces in China.

The results of this research have important policy implications to respond to the covid-19 pandemic. The
migrants in a particular region may have a higher chance to travel especially for speci�c holidays or
social events such as spring festival in China. In the time of new virus outbreak, proper advice should be
given to those people who are likely to travel. In the case of China, many migrants had returned to
hometown before the tra�c ban in Wuhan on 23 January 2020. The tra�c control in Wuhan and in many
other places in China prevented further movement and return of migrants to their working cities and
regions after the spring festival to mitigate the spread of covid-19. These measures had been proven to
be effective by March 2020. Another useful implication is that the people who carry the virus and spread
to a region can be the people from that region, including the migrants who return to their hometown and
visitors who return from an infected area to their home region. Of course, people from the origin can also
carry and spread the virus to their destinations as visitors. The migration and population �ows involving
people from both the origin and destination are causing the spread of the virus regionally and locally.
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Tables
Table 1 Correlation coefficients between number of covid-19 cases and various variables

 Variables Unit D0126 D0207 D0220 D0306

D0126 Case 1 0.942** 0.928** 0.932**

D0207 Case 0.942** 1 0.990** 0.990**

D0220 Case 0.928** 0.990** 1 1.000**

D0306 Case 0.932** 0.990** 1.000** 1

Area 10,000 sq km -0.358 -0.344 -0.346 -0.349

Pop18 Million 0.709** 0.711** 0.762** 0.763**

UrbanPop18 Million 0.741** 0.733** 0.775** 0.776**

GDP18 Billion 0.700** 0.677** 0.710** 0.712**

Density18 Persons/ sq km 0.189 0.143 0.130 0.134

Urbans18 % 0.261 0.183 0.165 0.170

GDPPC18 RMB per person 0.279 0.192 0.171 0.176

UrbanI18 RMB per person 0.362* 0.268 0.230 0.237

RuralI18 RMB per person 0.391* 0.344 0.314 0.318

GDPI18 % 0.153 0.222 0.209 0.206

Distance to Hubei km -0.560** -0.594** -0.603** -0.604**

Mig from Hubei Persons 0.627** 0.590** 0.549** 0.554**

Mig to Hubei Persons 0.888** 0.882** 0.880** 0.880**

Jan 20 from Wuhan share % 0.706** 0.750** 0.764** 0.761**

Jan 20 to Wuhan share % 0.804** 0.772** 0.742** 0.746**

Note: * Significance level 0.05; ** Significance level 0.01.

 

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.02.24.20027623
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Table 2 Growth of covid-19 cases in Wuhan, China and the world 20 Jan to 27 March 2020
Date 20 Jan 2020 26 Jan 2020 6 Mar 2020 27 Mar 2020
Rest of World 5 39 17481 427086
China 291 2761 80813 82213
Rest of China 21 1321 13147 14412
Rest of Hubei 12 725 17795 17795
Wuhan 258 715 49871 50006

Data sources: Baidu (2020); Worldometer (2020) for the world number on 26 January 2020; National Health

Commission of China (2020); Wuhan Municipal Health Commission (2020d) for data on 20 January 2020.

Note: China includes the cases in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. Rest of China excludes the cases in

Hubei province; Rest of Hubei excludes the cases in Wuhan city.

 

Table 3 Correlation coefficients between population migration/flow and population and economic size
 Variables Pop18 UrbanPop18 GDP18 Mig to

Hubei
Jan 20 from Wuhan
share

Jan 20 to Wuhan
share

Pop18 1 0.970** 0.849** 0.777** 0.629** 0.622**

UrbanPop18 0.970** 1 0.939** 0.741** 0.539** 0.740**

GDP18 0.849** 0.939** 1 0.626** 0.405* 0.786**

Mig to Hubei 0.777** 0.741** 0.626** 1 0.873** 0.704**

Jan 20 from Wuhan
share

0.629** 0.539** 0.405* 0.873** 1 0.432*

Jan 20 to Wuhan
share

0.622** 0.740** 0.786** 0.704** 0.432* 1

Distance to Hubei -0.522** -0.522** -0.494** -0.564** -0.556** -0.405*

Note: * Significance level 0.05; ** Significance level 0.01.

Table 4 Regression coefficients from stepwise regression  
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Independent variable Unstandardized coefficient Standardized coefficient t-value Adj. R square
 D0126    0.895
Constant -44.729   -4.602**  
Mig to Hubei 0.001 0.879 14.610**  
UrbanI18 0.001

 
0.337 5.601**  

  D0207     0.881
Constant -282.209   -4.137**  
Mig to Hubei 0.008 0.832 12.781**  
RuralI18 0.044 0.734 4.382**  
GDPPC18 -0.005 -0.487 -2.918**  
 D0220    0.873
Constant -260.064   -2.908**  
Mig to Hubei 0.008 0.676 7.150**  
RuralI18 0.054 0.701 4.041**  
GDPPC18 -0.008 -0.592 -3.221**  
GDP18 0.042

 
0.249 2.378*  

 D0306    0.875
Constant -261.606   -2.928**  
Mig to Hubei 0.008 0.677 7.200**  
RuralI18 0.054 0.700 4.060**  
GDPPC18 -0.008 -0.586 -3.208**  
GDP18 0.042 0.249 2.386*  

Note: * Significance level 0.05; ** Significance level 0.01.

Figures
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Figure 1

Two stages of the spread of covid-19 in mainland China

Figure 2

Direct and indirect impacts of various determinants on the number of covid-19 cases
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Figure 3

Location of Wuhan and provinces in China. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the
material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 4

Number of covid-19 cases by province in mainland China Data source: Baidu (2020).


